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Admissions, as the term is used here, refers only to the initial selection
process. Included in the process are the establishment of selection criteria,
collection of data related to the criteria, and the decision making process em-
ployed to select some students for the program and to reject others.

Selective retention, as the term is used here, refers to a process of con-
tinuous evaluation of those already admitted to the program for the purpose of
further refining the quality of the candidates who will be graduated and certi-
fied to teach. Included in this process is the study of the development of the
individual in terms of stated skills and competencies that constitute a contin-
uum of learning outcomes for prospective teachers.

Student involvement in program development and evaluation, as the term is
used here, refers to a deliberate and planned program of interaction between
students and the institution for the purpose of analyzing and assessing exist-
ing programs, and for developing new programs. Included in such a program would
be student responses, orally and in writing, to the nature and extent of the ob-
jectives, content, and methodology in existing programs, and the inclusion of
student members on those committees and study groups dealing with curriculum and
instruction.

Student teacher, as the term is used here, refers to the student seeking to
gain certification as a teacher. The term is not restricted by definition to
those engaged solely in "student teaching" in the laboratory phase of teacher edu-
cation programs.

LIMITATIONS

The reader should understand that the substance of this paper Is essentially
a study of studies. As a result, findings and conclusions are not based on an
exhaustive examination of all available literature; rather, those studies included
are considered to be illustrative of the larger body of information.

The substance of the paper is further limited by both the quality and infer-
ential potential of both the studies used and the standards themselves.

Finally, those areas suggested as areas in need of additional research large-
ly reflect the suggestions of others writing in the field. There is no claim made
either for the urgency or presumed utility of the kinds of studies proposed.

ORGANIZATION

The remainder of this paper will be divided into two broad presentations. The
first part will include a description of findings from the literature which the
writer judged to be illustrative of the current level of information related to the
standards under consideration. The second part will attempt to make recommendations
for further study.
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II. STANDARDS OF STUDENT SELECTION AND INTERACTION.

CT% This paper will attempt to focus on two things: (1) the current status of
C the literature related to the standards for admissions, selective retention, and
l student, involvement in program development and evaluation; and (2) identified
14,. areas in need of additional research in relation to these same three areas in the
pr% standards. It should be understood that few if any studies really exist that in-

volve the substance of the standards directly. What is presented, therefore, is
relative and reflects an inferential and judgmental process on the part of the0 writer.

Since the paper proceeds from an inferential and judgmental base, the reader
is cautioned that it will be necessary for him to make his own decisions and draw
his own conclusions; using his own frame of reference. There are, however, a num-
ber of factors a reader should consider in attemDting to gain some perspective on
the treatment of information in this portion of -;he standards.

GAINING A PERSPECTIVE

One factor to be considered is the matter of standards. Stated simply, a
standard is anything used as a basis for comparison. It is assumed standards are
developed to permit one to make comparisons between or among individuals or groups,
or to compare individuals or groups with some predetermined and minimally desirable
level of excellence. In the case of accreditation, it is assumed standards are
developed for the purpose of determining the extent to which a given institution
fails to meet, equals, or exceeds some minimally desirable level of excellence in
selected areas.

Standards, however, may be provided in three or more ways. (1) They may re-
flect a series of activities in which an institution is expected to engage. (2)
They may indicate various quantities or degrees of given states of affairs one
should possess or provide. (3) They may indicate both a series of activities and
minimal quantities or degrees an institution is expected to produce in relation to
those activities. In the case of standards related to admissions, selective re-
tention, and student involvement in program development and evaluation, the reader
should bear in mind the standards provided reflect-an indication of a series of
activities in which an institution is expected to engage.

A second consideration may be illustrated best by example. If one is inter-
ested in selecting a parachute and intends to use the findings of research on dif-
ferent brands of parachutes in selecting one, then it is important that the selec-
tion be supported by research findings reflecting the highest level of significance
possible. If one is afflicted with cancer and in search of some cure, then any
level of significance for almost any possible treatment may be acceptable. In con-
sidering the literature related to this portion of the standards, the question of
level of significance of the findings one will accept will be an individual matter
and will reflect the amount of urgency and need the reader perceives in relation to
the standards.

The matter of priorities constitutes a third consideration. It is no doubt
more comforting and convenient to believe one caa and does deal with the matter of
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standards by investigating all parts concurrently. The fact remains, however,

that some parts of the standards are given positions of greater and less impor-

tance. It seems important that the reader recognize and understand the basis

used to make these distinctions. In particular it seems important for the reader

to reflect on the concept of critical functions and priorities as he responds to

the whole matter of admissions, selective retention, and student interaction in

the program.

Whatever the-reasons given, the fact remains as a fourth consideration that

a high priority has been given to the identification of teacher competence or ef-
fectiveness as such identification leads to improved ability on the part of insti-

tutions to select students and educate them in the ways of teaching. Part of the

reader's response to current investigations of the standards will undoubtedly re-
flect the degree of agreement or disagreement he has with the priority given this

identification process. But even for those who agree with the priority there is

still another consideration to be made. This involves the extent to which the
teacher effectiveness is to be determined in relation to ultimate rather than prox-

iamte learning outcomes (39) (52).

A fifth consideration involves the position the reader wishes to take regard-

ing the extent to which the standards should reflect a preference for individual

as opposed to institutional or professional expectations. Individual expectations

require standards based on maximizing the uniqueness of each individual. Insti-

tutional or professional expectations require the identification and development

of both common experiences for all candidates and the use of assessment practices

based on comparisons among candidates. The implications for the standards and

program development depending upon the position taken are extremely important.

Finally, there is the personal matter of definitions, substantively and oper-

ationally, the reader intends to use in treating the literature related to this

portion of the standards. For example, at one point in time, the efficacy of re-
cruitment procedures as a part of a working definition of admissions could be

found. Recruitment now seems to be a matter of history. There is also the matter

of how inclusive an individual wants to be in defining many of the terms in the

standards. Some may wish to use definitions they feel are quite literal. Others

may wish to combine or otherwise blend two or more activities into one operational

definition. The differences in definition will also make a difference in reader
response to this treatment of the standards.

In summary, the reader is reminded of a need to develop some notion of a posi-

tion regarding the scope, sequence, and substance of those activities he supports
as significant parts of the section of the standards under consideration here. The

six considerations suggested above are felt to be important to the formation of

such a position.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

To facilitate communications and to provide some baseline from which the reader

can develop his own notions, the following definitions of terms served to guide the

writer in his search for related literature, and the same definitions will be used

to help organize the presentation of material on subsequent pages.
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THE STANDARDS

In this portion an effort will be made to describe what the literature seems

to report regarding admissions, selective retention and student involvement in

program development and evaluation. The reader is reminded again that few if any

studies exist that treat the substance of the standards directly. The nature of

the following, therefore, is relative and depends on inferential and judgmental

processes.

ADMISSIONS

Admissions have been divided into four components: (1) criteria, (2) data

collection procedures, (3) decision making activities in admissions, and (4) gen-

eral.

CRITERIA. In order for an admissions program to operate it must have some

criteria it intends to use as a basis for drawing comparisons either among students

or between students and some minimally desirable model of a prospective applicant.

Edson, (30), MaGee(L7), O'Donnell (58), Stout (75), among others, indicate the use

of grade point hour, selected course grades, and some measured competency in oral

and written expression in most criteria for admissions. O'Donnell (58) also found

that emotional stability is identified in some programs as a criterion. Lucio and

others (46) have pointed toward the inclusion of more psychophysiological factors

in the criteria for admissions. While Lucio is concerned with developing predic-

tive indices to help identify people who ought to be directed toward some other

occupational goals, it seems to follow that if the use of psychophysiological fac-

tors will permit vs to make the kinds of distinctions suggested, then the same fac-

tors should become effective items for use in admissions work. In addition to

other criteria already identified, there are isolated instances where one may also

find measures of attitudes or belief systems as suggested criteria in admissions

work (58) (70).

While work using grades or grade point averages, for example, may be useful

as internal checks on the kinds of students one has in a program (31) (32), the

evidence seems to suggest that grades, as well as personality or attitudinal mea-

sures, still have no predictive validity (20) (24) (60). Shaver (70) did find a

correlation between open-closed mindedness and selected teacher characteristics,

but he conceded his findings were of little value unless the relationships could

be confirmed in classroom situations. There is little to suggest that thereis

anything different now regarding grades as predictors from the conclusions drawn

by Domas and Tiedeman (27) or conclusions reached from similar reviews of litera-

ture as, for example, in the case of Mascho and others (48). One inevitably seems

to come back to the decades-old problem of general agreement on the idea of ad-

missions but a lack of significant and consistent evidence to support any criteria

for an admissions process. Mascho and others seem to sum up the current state of

affairs nicely where current and typical criteria for admissions are used:
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Despite decades of research on the problem, educators must

face the fact that there is no common agreement on describ-

ing or evaluating teacher competence. Further, it is one

thing to assert that a teacher should possess cheerful,

friendly and sympathetic characteristics rather than their

opposites, but it is quite another to identify in objective

terms the specific and distinctive qualities of an effective

teacher (48).

In addition to this problem, there is the whole unresolved natter of ultimate

versus proximate behavioral outcomes which must be settled if criteria are ever

to be established (39).

There are other problems of note quite apart from being able to describe

the characteristics definitively. McClure (51) reminds us that while person-

ality may be arracceptable label for some potential selection criteria, the

eventual relationsIdp, even if it is established, will have to be established

in such a way as to mediate objections likely to follow from those both inside

and outside the profession.

Cook examined another dimension of selection criteria often ignored in re-

search on admissions when he studied personal data and a relationship to success

in teacher education programs and entry into teaching. As Cook reasons, if such

data is collected, then it must serve some valuable purpose in telling us impor-

tant things about those seeking to become teachers. Although the study is limited

in terms of its inferential potential, Cook's findings raise serious questions as

to the real significance of personal data for matters of admission to or retention

in a teacher education program.

Part of the problem in many of the studies seems to be centered around the

validity and reliability of grades. As some of the studies suggest, there appear

to be efforts being made to circumvent the use of grades in the belief that grades

are too faulty themselves to provide any useful base for projections or viewing

predictive validity (46) (70). Perhaps the direction taken by Muro (55) points to

one of the most.important considerations in relation to grades. In his study the

key variable seemed not bo be the grade earned but the amount of convergence between

the thrust of a course and the concerns of students in the course.

The notion of concerns seems to open other avenues for possible investigation,

not only in relation to grades but in the whole relation between concerns and the

ability of students to benefit from a preparatory program in teacher education. In

particular, the work of Fuller (34) (35) would seem to hold real promise for further

exploration. Certainly the basic rationale for responding to concerns and the con-

ceptualization provided would seem to give promise of producing fruitful evidence

in relation to both admissions and selective retention.

Further, if some of the findings involving different modes of counseling of

students can be supported by future efforts (9) (38) (59) (61k) (74), or continued

re,ults such as those obtained by Koran (43), Hart (36) and MacCall (50) in matters

of modifying actual classroom behavior can be projected, then it may be possible to

discontinue any notion of institutional or professional program of admissions and

make a valid assumption that it is possible to prepare all comers to be the kinds

of teachers they are capable of becoming. And should individualization prevai,

then the notion of selection ratios (63) will assume greater significance in
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admissions work.

One final observation needs to be made involving criteria. There is some

indication, as for example in the case of Ort's effort (60) and Cohen's under-

taking (22), to suggest that the best predictors of future success have been

found in the descriptive analyses of student teachers provided by cooperating

teachers and university coordinators. More than three decades ago, Beeley (8)

presented the idea of clinical techniques to be used in the selection of pro-

spective teachers. It would seem that the evidence gained from laboratory ex-

periences, combined with the counseling and individual learning experiences

identified earlier, might suggest Much greater attention to a form of perform-

ance screening as the basic technique in admissions work.

In summary, it may be said that no real research exists that tests the

validity and reliability of admissions programs. The evidence does suggest. the

existence of diversified programs with some commonly used criteria like grade

point average, grades in particular courses, and competency in both the oral

and written aspects of English. Further, there is little if any evidence to sug-

gest that any or all such criteria do permit institutions to predict future suc-

cess above the level of chance. There is still the unresolved notion of whether

measures of teacher competency are to be derived from proven relationships to

ultimate rather than proximate kinds of learning outcomes. Finally, such matters

as the role of student concerns, the concept of performance screening as the basic

tool in admissions work, and the significance of individual over institutional ex-

pectations, all remain a state of relative uncertainty in matters of admissions

and criteria for admissions.

COLLECTING ADMISSIONS INFORMATION. While no actual count is provided, one

may infer that most institutions, (1) have students complete a personal data sheet,

(2) maintain a cumulative record of grades and test scores, and (3) conduct some-

thing loosely called an interview as their basic procedures for collecting infor-

mation about applicants. There is isolated evidence--the University of Pitts-

burg (81), Florida State University (33), University of Georgia (79), the Univer-

sity of New Mexico, and the writer's own institution--to suggest something of a

beginning toward developing a more complete data bank on those seeking admissions.

None of these efforts, however, have been combined or expanded into more concerted

efforts to date under the auspices of some central agency. Until they are, there

is very little prospect for them to provide significant help to the membership-at-

large.

The literature would seem to suggest that the matter of procedures for col-

lecting information still operates from some base of conventional wisdom in most

institutions. And one is again reminded of the tendency of institutions to resort

to methods presenting the greatest ease and convenience for them.

Perhaps the most discouraging thing in viewing efforts in data collection to

date is the limited number of longitudinal studies completed or reported as being

in progress. The efforts of Lucio (46) or Mascho and others (48) would seem to

provide useful and practical examples for those more interested in exploring pro-

cedures for data collection than in building expansive bibliographies.

DECISION MAKING IN ADMISSIONS. Simply collecting data in relation to estab-

lished criteria isnot all there is to admissions. In order to do an effective
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job in admissions, the decision making process employed must also make effective

and efficient use of the information collected. In those cases where the cri-

teria indicate minimally desirable levels of excellence that are easily quanti-

fied (31), the matter of the decision to be made would seem inconsequential. If,

however, the information provided is both continuous and dichotomous and the cri-

teria incorporate an expanded number of variables, then how the institution makes

admissions decisions becomes a major consideration.

Bolton (11) examined the variables involved in decision making in the selec-

tion of teachers for teaching jobs. Although his work is not directly related to

standards and admissions, it is judged to be relevant. As his study viewed the

process, there are four dependent variables in decision making and selecting per-

sonnel: (1) time, (2) discrimination, (3) certainty, and (1) consistency. Bol-

ton's remark, "Unless decisions are both discriminative and consistent, there is
little foundation upon which to accumulate evidence as to the validity of the de-

cisions being made, sums up the importance of the dicision making process in

programs of teacher education (11). Bolton found that what kinds of information

you use makes a difference in terms of the four dependent variables identified.
He also provides a useful system of categorizing information by suggesting docu-
ments, interviews, and masked data (i.e. statements of exceptionalities) as pos-

sible labels.

There would seem to be a number of factors that impinge upon the decision
making process, tire and finance being two of the more obvious. Internally, how-

ever, the decisions must reflect valid and reliable distinctions among those se-

lected and those rejected. The distinctions must be consistent and all those
interested in the future of education must be assured the decisions made are actu-
ally selecting people who will "...have the ability and interest to carry a college
program to completion and the personal characteristics to make a successful career

in school work (29)."

As a legitimate part of the triad of admissions work--establishing criteria,
collecting meaningful information, and making decisions for selection and rejec:,

tion--the area of decision making seems quite neglected. As the efforts to select

candidates become more complex, the relative importance of decision making would
seem to demand that more study be devoted to the nature of the process in admissions

work in teacher education programs.

GENERAL. Before moving on to the matter of selective retention, there are
one or two general matters that need to be identified. One of these is presented
by Rabinovitz and Mitzel (63) and involves the notion of a selection ratio and its

impact on admissions work. As the authors suggest, a selection ratio is not an
arbitrary value; it cannot be established without considering the relative size of
"...the applicant and to-be-selected groups (63)." When numbers exceed openings,

the ratio is low; when they are equal or openings exceed numbers, the ratio is high.

As the authors demonstrate, during that period of time when schools were begging for

teachers the notion of teacher education programs making distinct and discriminate
decisions in admissions was a myth. The only concern was getting enough people out

to meet the demands. The selection ratio was high. If the educated guesses some

are making now in terms of manpower needs for the 1970's are accurate, the selection

ratio will be lowering, and the implications for admissions are important. There

is little evidence to suggest, however, that selection ratios have been seriously
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treated in relation to standards on admissions.

The other general matter involves the development of complete admissions

programs capable of taking candidates from their initial contact through to the

actual placement of people in the first phases or a program. The University of

Pittsburgh (8i) has one possible model that seems worthy of consideration in its

pilot program in elementary teacher education. The need for a complete admissions

package should not be ignored as a search is made for criteria, data collection

procedures, and decision making processes.

SELECTIVE RETENTION

Selective retention has been divided into (1) student self selection, (2)

instructional influence, (3) program influence, and (4) behavior modification.

STUDENT SELF SELECTION. In an ideal sense, some might prefer that students

be able to objectively analyze themselves and either remain in a program or drop

out. There is little to suggest that students a2tually analyze themselves and then

withdraw or continue. One may infer, however, that other forces and factors quite

removed from the teacher education program do lead studevts already admitted to

drop out before they complete a program. Notestine (57) round those who withdraw

differ from those who continue in three personal areas, (1) lonesome and unhappy,

(2) 'discouraged by low grades, and (3) lack of interest in studies. He also found

that these same people had the lowest high school class rank for their group, and

lowest Scholastic Aptitude Test scores in both the verbal and math areas. It seems

more likely, however, that developments along the lines pursued by Lucio and others

(46), as well as counseling efforts (59), may yield a more productive return in de-

ciding who should and who should not continue in a program of teacher education.

Left to their own devices, and assuming grades can be maintained, conventional wis-

dom seems to suggest few if any students will select themselves out of a program

regardless of their self perceptions.

INSTRUCTIONAL INFLUENCE. The overall report provided by Bush and Gage (17)

of developments and conclusions reached in the center at Stanford would strongly

support both the notions of instructional and program influence in matters of

selective retention. One can infer from the description provided of programs and

outcomes that both areas provide extensive resources of valuable data for and about

the students. Furthermore, both aspects, instructional techniques and program

organization, created a necessary baseline of defensible information to allow stu-

dents and others to get a more objective and realistic perception of themselves in

teaching. For example, the approach studied by Koran (43) pointed to the aptitudes

of the students as they relate to the acquisition of a teaching skill, and students

involved could see clearly just how they were developing in relation to the skill

being taught.

Using a somewhat different approach, Hart (36) found that by changing the kind

of instructional techniques used from conventional lecture-discussion to the use of

discussant-stimulants he could produce significant gains in attitude. In fact, the

very nature of the approach used would seem to suggest, again, that through more

direct involvement of students in their own learning, more objective and defensible
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profiles of students as prospective teachers can be obtained. Such profiles in

turn should permit the student to make a better decision on his own as to whether

or not he should continue in a program. McCall (50) in another approach using

dissonance and coded feedback was able to modify behavior and influence the self-

perceptions of students.

The extent of simulation in many pilot programs would suggest it as an in-

structional variable with real potential for providing. more direct kinds of learn-

ing experiences for all students, and it should prove to be extremely helpful to

those institutions with limited opportunities to place students in more continuous

kinds of laboratory situations. Much of the exciting work in this area is re-

latively unknown to large numbers in teacher education (25) (78), but as McClure

(51) points out, many of the same kinds of performance outcomes now assumed to

reside as the sole property of field experiences may be attained by using simula-

tion. Certainly the potential for the use of simulation in both admissions and

selective retention needs to be explored further. Like so many other aspects of

the standards, part, of the problem with simulation would seem to be the lack of

performance criteria with which it can be related.

The point seems to be supportable that through the selection and organization

of instructional techniques students in a program can be provided with a more ob-

jective profile of themselves in teaching. It would seem safe to infer that such

a profile has the potential to improve the ability of both students and institutions

to treat matters of selective retention more completely.

PROGRAM INFLUENCE. As was indicated earlier, Cohen (22) and Ort (60) found

positive correlations between descriptions of student teachers based on the student

teaching experience and future success in teaching. One may infer from such find-

ings that a greater emphasis should be placed on the active involvement of students

in a laboratory approach to teacher education. Certainly the conclusions reflected

by Bush and Gage (17) and those goals identified by Peck and Brown (61) would lend

further support to an emphasis on program development designed to give students a

more direct contact with teaching and a view of themselves in the teaching act.

The popular response to micro-teaching, both as an instructional influence and as

the core of a program in teacher education, would lend additional support to the

potential to be realized from making students active partners in their own devel-

opment (2) (17).

Perhaps of equal significance in the matter of program influence on selective

retention is the promise reflected in a number of special projects in elementary

teacher education. For example, the program described by the University of Georgia

(79) provides some 2000 specifications of performance in teaching, and each one, or

combinations of specifications, go to make up the basis for judging competence.

This same program creates four levels of development through which candidates must

pass thereby creating four distinct opportunities for the retention or dismissal

decisions to be made. And each level is described in terms of performance speci-

fications, The emphasis placed on self-pacing in the Syracuse program (76) and the

University of Massachusetts Program (80) would seem to provide an additional op-

portunity for viewing candidate development. Projected far enough, self-pacing

could make it possible for a given student teacher to select himself in or out of

a program. Other pilot programs such as the one at the University of Pittsburgh

(81) make use of a clinical team approach making it possible for two or more 1,eople

to work with the individual student to identify strengths and weaknesses as they

relate to continuing or dropping out of the program. Both the Teachers College,
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Columbia University (77) and the Florida State University (33) programs emphasize

the formation and development of extensive data banks throughout the entire pro-

gram as an aide in making decisions both in initial selection and selective re-

tention.

Two important features seem to stand out regarding program influence and

selection retention: (1) the Primary emphasis is placed on the establishment and

use of performance criteria in all programs which it would seem can only strength-

en both the objectivity and utility of the program as an influence in selective
retention; and (2) the emphasis given to field and laboratory aspects of programs
(56) would seem to further enhance the potential for more effective selective re-
tention procedures in programs in teacher education.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION. Within the context of selective retention, the notion
of behavior modification is raised because of the implications for both admissions

and selective retention procedures. Stated simply, if it is true as studies would

suggest (74) (59) (38) that attitudes toward teaching, interpersonal problems, and

the like can be modified, then why become concerned about either admissions or se-

lective retention? Part of an answer may reside in deciSions made involving se-
lection ratios and the development of useful definitions of teacher competence.

Those who find themselves especially interested in the potential reflected in

behavior modificati on to date may wish to follow the development of the pilot pro-

gram at Michigan State University (54) where the basic program orientation is built

around concepts related to behavior modification. Combining basic program develop-

ments from the area of behavior modification with the potential reflected in group

and individual counseling tends to give some hope of additional avenues we may prof-

itably explore in our efforts to develop more and better, classroom teachers.

Selective retention, then, continues to suffer from many of the same problems

encountered in admissions work. There is an absence of criteria and related infor-

mation from which one may draw conclusions with any degree of confidence. There is

evidence to suggest that some students do select themselves out of a program, but
the reasons may vary and there is no reason to assume that such people would not

select themselves out of any college or university program. Lurking not far behind

all of the more obvious concerns about selective retention seems to be the basic

human concern that having been able to give these people who drop out more help and
encouragement they might have remained in the program and might have emerged as

highly capable teachers. There are instructional influences--simulation, micro-
teaching, observational learning--that suggest a potential for future development in
selective retention, but not enough is known as yet of the potential of such tech-

niques on a broad scale. Program developments also give every indication of pro-

viding increased potential to more completely operationalize a process of selective

retention. In particular the emphasis placed on the development of performance
specifications in relation to the learning outcomes to be produced suggests a real
potential for more objectively treating the process of selective retention. Then,

too, it would seem that instructional techniques and counseling methods hold promise

of producing desirable and useful kinds of behavioral modifications which, in turn,
relate directly to selective retention. Currently, however, selective retention

processes seem neither to be unifOrm in development nor extensive in application.
In those cases where selective retention processes do exist the kinds of information
used are often incomplete or only distantly related to the effort being made to
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select and reject candidates already in a program.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

Student involvement has been described as a process of interaction between
students and the institution in the development of new programs and the evaluation
of existing programs. Implicit in such a standard is the notion of (1) procedures
for involving students, (2) extent and nature of student contributions, and (3)
a consideration of the kinds of students involved in program development and eval-
uation.

PROCEDURES. There is little if any information available to suggest that the
involvement of students achieves any specified goal. It seems safe to assume that
at least three different kinds of involvement procedures exist among the institu-
tions: (1) student membership on standing or Ad Hoc committees related to prozram
development and the evaluation of existing programs; (2) student membership on stu-
dent advisory councils; and (3) written or oral student reactions to the substance
and form of existing programs obtained from students deliberately or on an optional
basis by individual faculty. It seems logical to assume that one or more of the
above might be defended philosophically on the grounds of student partnership in the
on-going enterprise of education. It may also be defended on the simple logic of
obtaining feedback from those most directly affected by the program. Further, to
the extent that one supports a move toward individualization or supports resolving
concerns as identified by Fuller (34) (35) as the basic focus of a program, then
to that extent does student involvement seem defensible. The fact remains, how-
ever, that there is little if any evidence that either confirms or denies the value
of making such a provision or that can help us to select one form of student in-
volvement over others. Put another way, involving students through any or all such
procedures may make sense Lecause it is logically defensible, but in practice there
is little evidence to support or reject any of the procedures in terms of differences
they produce in the quality of programs developed.

Once again there seems to be more promise in the matter of procedures related
to experimental programs--career seminars, group counseling, and individual confer-
ences as they are described in some of the pilot programs (54) (76) (77) (79) (81) --
than there is any real evidence already in the literature to support or reject dif-
ferent ways of involving students.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF STUDENTS. Once again there is little if any substantial evi-
dence to help in identifying the nature and extent of student contributions to pro-
gram development and evaluation or in describing the consequences of such contribu-
tions. There is evidence to suggest that some of the pilot projects (81) were re-
vised as a result of student response to the original program, and there is some
defensible basis for inferring that direct student involvement and contributions at
Stanford (17) have helped shape the present nature of their program. The writer,
however, was unable to find any direct study of either contributions made or conse-
quences produced from the involvement of students in either program development or
evaluation.
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It is probably safe to say that student contributions have been more in-
fluential in reshaping and directing the efforts of individual faculty member:.
than they have been in the development or evaluation of total programs. While
it is known that institutions around the country have attempted to support eval-
uation of instruction through various kinds of approaches, thus far the litera-
ture does not seem to reflect any effort to systematically study the extent and
nature of such contributions or consequences produced.

STUDENTS TO BE INVOLVED. At first glance, it would seem logical to assume
that the involvement and subsequent contributions of all shapes and sizes of
students has much to recommend it. There is some reason to believe, however,
that institutions and faculty really should be more discriminating in determin-
ing which students are to be involved and the degree of importance to be attached
to student contributions.

Carter (21) studied the effect of student characteristics on three different
kinds of student evaluations of university instruction. While there were no direct
companion studies identified that either confirmed or denied Carter's findings, it
can be inferred that a need for caution exists on the part of those people seeking
to involve students indiscriminately. Carter points to the fact that we need to
know much more about what kinds of students make what kinds of responses in what
kinds of evaluative situations before ye can start using student contributions as
reflections of thoightful, sincere, objective and purposeful responses to either
the formation of new programs of the evaluation of existing ones. At this point,
where student involvement is concerned, it would seem that what you find out depends
on who you talk to.

In essence, it is one thing to say students hould be involved in a complete
interaction with existing program evaluators and with those developing new programs.
It is a much different thing to suggest the way in which such student involvement
is to be structured, what contributions one can expect to get, and which student
responses should be given the greatest amount of consideration. Perhaps John Locke
gave us the best description for the current level of understanding in matters of
student interaction when he referred to knowledge as an "unknown somewhat." What
we know about student interaction seems to be an "unknown somewhat."

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The reader should remember that the recommendations presented in this section
are by-products of the inferential and judgmental activities used in the preceding
section. This does not mean that there have not been significant studies with
meaning for the standards and their evolution. It does mean, however, that there
have not been nearly enough studies done to warrant placing a blind faith in the
standards at this time, and that a real need does exist for additional study. The
following recommendations, therefore, are made in the belief that further study in
these areas can provide a more useful and defensible basis for the determination of
standards for admitting, selectively retaining, and actively involving students in
program development and evaluation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To accept standards on the basis of some historical notion that opts
for their presence because they have always been around is one thing, but to

insure the need for them through systematic study is something else. And while

it may be heretical to suggest it, it seems true that teacher education has not
as yet demonstrated directly a need for standards for Admissions. It is recom-

mended, therefore, that a series of longitudinal studies be initiated by several
institutions as a joint enterprise to determine to what extent the presence or
absence of such standards makes any real difference in the quality of the candi-

date produced by a teacher education program.

2. Implicit in the literature related to the standards under consideration
here is the belief that until we are able to describe competency or effectiveness
in teaching we will never be able to develop useful standards for admissions,
selective retention, and programs for student involvement. There is a need, how-
ever for greater emphasis to be given to the matter of defining teacher competence
in terms of proximate rather than ultimate outcomes. It is recommended, therefore,
that an increased amount of effort be put forth to contrast and compare the out-
comes produced by preparing teachers using both kinds of outcomes. Perhaps the
ultimate decision will require some philosophical deliberations, but the impli-
cations for the standards here are quite real. To admit on the basis of potential
reflected in terms of one's ability to eventually behave in an ultimate sense may
make a considerable difference when compared with potential sought in candidates
in terms of proximate outcomes based on a description of learner needs.

3. It is recommended that the matter of priorities and the establishment of
priorities in relation to the standards involved here be given study with attention
directed toward the concept of critical functions as they relate to the determina-
tion of priorities. It seems evident that priorities now exist and operate in
various ways to influence the standards. What is needed is more proof of the conse-
quences produced by establishing different priority rankings in matters related to
this section of the standards.

4. It is recommended that the effectiveness of standards that simply prescribe
activities in which an institution should engage be compared with standards that
not only prescribe activities but provide known quantities or degrees to be produced
by such activities. Such comparisons may be done in terms of the significance of
the findings for the attainment of identified program objectives.

5. It is recommended that attention be given to the matter of the degree of

significance that findings must have before they will considered as useful for
the development of standards in the areas of admissions, etc. Are we in search of
perfect or near perfect correlations or are we willing to gamble that findings of
less significance are useful and must be incorporated because the current state of
affairs requires action now?

6. It is recommended that exploratory studies into differences produced by
taking individual expectations versus institutional expectations be initiated.
For purposes of the standards reviewed here, making the individual the focus of
the preparatory program would seem to imply a much different approach than one
built from a primary concern for institutional economy and efficiency.
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7. It is recommended that additional energy be expended to insure that

grades, language competency, emotional stability, and other common criteria

have not suffered from a lack of effective means of measuring their relation-

ship to competency.

8. Growing out of recommendation seven, it is recommended that much more

emphasis be placed on building useful evaluative components in the areas of ad-

missions and selective retention. It seems that we have been able to identify

some broad classifications of characteristics and traits with some reasonable

potential for predicting future success in teaching. What is missing is the

necessary techniques to factor such categories and measure the presence or ab-

sence of specific behaviors within these categories with any degree of validity

and reliability. (In this connection it is strongly recommended that the sev-

eral institutions give institutional recognition at the doctoral level to the

development of hardware as a legitimate form of doctoral study.)

9. It is recommended that longitudinal studies be initiated involving

variables in admission that are quite removed from the conventional criteria of

grade point average, grades in selected courses, and language competency. It

is recommended for example that Cook's (23) work on personal data be pursued

further, and that the work initiated by Lucio and others (46) in matters of

psychophysiological relationships to potential effectiveness be projected.

10. It is strongly recommended that the profession and respective insti-

tutions encourage longitudinal studies reflecting testing of hypotheses both in

laboratory and in field settings. The implications of such an emphasis are

clearly understood in terms of institutional personnel policies involving "publish

or perish," but as several writers have pointed out, part of our problem stems

from a lack of extensive study over a long period of time to permit us to say

with any degree of certainty what the implications of the findings produced might

be. One cannot, be preoccupied with gaining journalistic visibility and still

focus primary attention on long-range investigations.

11. It is further recommended in this connection that the institutions sub-

scribing to the parent organization that produced the standards be willing to in-

vest some institutional funds into the investigation and subsequent production of

findings in this area of the standards. This implies not only money but it sug-

gests institutional endorsement and support for variations on programs, program

components, and staff utilization.

12. It is recommended that the whole area of student concerns be investigated

as it relates to admissions, selective retention, and student involvement. Fuller's

work (34) (35) and the separate work of Muro (55) point to a real need to give

serious consideration to the implications of student concerns about becoming a

teacher. In connection with the efforts to establish concerns within the area of

teacher education, Fuller (35) identifies several different questions in need of

study including,

(a) Are concerns really related to teacher behavior?

(b) Are concerns manipulable?

(c) What tasks and competencies are involved in different levels (lower-

higher) stages of concerns?
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(d) Is a concern a function of person, situation, or both? (35)

13. It is recommended that explorations into instructional and counseling
techniques in behavior modification be expanded and intensified as useful ad-
juncts to admissions, selective retention, and student involvement. Preliminary
efforts would seem to support and justify a major effort in this direction, and
positive findings could have great implications for the entire matter of admissions,
individualization of programs and selective retention.. Further, positive findings
might go along way toward helping provide a more definitive base for one or mcre
philosophical differences perplexing proponents and opponents of such matters as
self-pacing, instructional modules, model imitation, career counseling, etc.

14. It is recommended that a major effort be undertaken to explore the
feasibility and relevance of performance screening as a major tool in admissions
and selective retention in teacher education. It is recognized that a lack. of
commonly agreed to performance specifications may hamper efforts in this matter,
but the same lack of agreement on performance specifications, has not allowed to
deter a considerable amount of study in other areas such as program development.
Performance screening deserves more serious treatment as a viable alternative 5o
the use of conventional criteria than it would seem it has thus far been accorded.

15. It is recommended that investigations into various kinds of data collec-
tion procedures be initiated to determine (a) which procedures produce the most
useful kinds of data in terms of admissions and selective retention, and (b) which
procedures can realistically be employed within the several institutions in terms
of institutional capacity to incorporate such procedures. It is also recommended
that this be a longitudinal task.

16. It is recommended that the decision-making process related to admissions
and selective retention be studied to determine (a) whether or not decision-making
is automatic once criteria are established, (b) whether the use of a review com-
mittee is more effective than a single decision maker such as a director in terms
of time, discrimination, consistency and certainty, (c) whether there are other
decision-making schemes that can be used, i.e., counseling or conference decisions,
etc., that are more effective than others now in use. It seems probable that as
clarity develops in the area of competency or effectiveness, the scope of criteria
for admissions will expand and both continuous and dichotomous data will be used.
As the criteria expand and become more complex, the need to more fully understand
and implement an effective decisions making process will also become apparent.
Work on this important factor ought to begin immediately.

17. As was indicated earlier, the notion of recruitment in the process of
admissions and selective retention received considerable visibility in the :litera-
ture of the fifties and early sixties. Since that time, it has received less and
less attention, and it is recommended that recruitment be investigated in terms of
its feasibility and relatedness to admissions and selective retention. One might
get the impression from the literature that recruitment never received sufficient
study to know whether or not it really had any potential as a part of the admissions
and selective retention operations of a teacher education program.

18. Recruitment is not unrelated to the concept of a selection ratio, and it
is recommended that the nature and extent of the operation of selection ratios in
teacher education be investigated. In an ideal sense, if a recruitment program was
effective, the selection ratio could always remain low and the potential compeGitive-
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ness might foster a more objective system of admissions and retention. At the

same time, a selection ratio also would require greater attention to time, dis-

crimination, consistency, and certainty in admissions and selective retention,

and all these are in need of more intensive study.

19. It is recommended that additional investigations into the area of with-

drawals from programs be projected. Such information has relevance for the eval-

uation of existing admissions criteria and for the development of future criteria.

It is further reconmended that such investigations be maintained on a continuous

basis and some yearly accounting for all institutions be initiated. It seems

obvious that a general lack of data banks among the several institutions would

hamper the ability of the institutions, standards or not, to really be able to

systematically eva]uate their own efforts. The investigation of the nature and

extent of withdrawals and continuations by students originally admitted to teacher

education can provide useful data for program decisions in need of being made.

20. It is recommended that the concept of self-selection in terms of admissions

and selective retertion in programs be studied. It is argued by some that students

do select themselves in and out of the program, but neither the nature nor extent

of such activity is understood or adequately described. Here again, such infor-

mation does not either support or refute any standard, but such information does

have meaning for the complete study of admissions and selective retention.

21. It is recommended that additional study be promoted in the area of effects

produced by variations in instructional techniques in education programs. In par-

ticular, such studies ought to be concerned with differences produced in the kinds

of students staying in or dropping out of programs. These same studies could also

determine whether or not different and more complete kinds of information related

to selective retention might not be produced. Perhaps the time has come for edu-

cation to study the impact and significance of variations on its own instructional

theme after studying so intensively the relationships between various iastructional

techniques and outcomes at other educational levels.

22. No doubt the information produced by the evaluation studies in conjunc-

tion with the pilot programs in Syracuse University (76), Florida State University

(33), University of Toledo (82) and others will produce valuable information re-
lated to all aspects of the standards under consideration. In particular, how-

ever, it is recommended that the use of instructional modules as organizing centers

for programs be studied in connection with admissions, selective retention, and

student involvement. What differences does the use of instructional modules pro-

duce when compared with the use of conventional approaches? To what extent are

similar outcomes achieved by two or more differing programs? Is self pacing or
individualized instruction as a program approach a viable alternative to conven-

tional patterns in terms of more effectively achieving designated outcomes? How

does the concept of differentiated staffing fit in as a model for program develop-

ment? Hoy would a program organized around the concept of differentiated staffing

be similar to or different from conventional programs, and how might the two com-

pare in their ability to achieve designated learning outcomes in a program of tea-

cher education? Is career counseling a legitimate component of program development
and what differences are produced as a result of its presence or absence in programs

of teacher education? Does its presence or absence affect the kinds of pupils re-

tained in or dropped from the program? What differences are produced when programs

are solely field oriented as opposed to programs partially field and partially class-

room oriented as opposed to programs solely classroom oriented?
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23. It is recommended that simulation be studied more extensively to deter-
mine its implications for use in admissions and selective retention.

24. It is recommended that additional attention be given to role expectations
of students seeking admissions, and that the relative influences of both student
and staff expectations be investigated in terms of implications for all aspects
of the standards under consideration.

25. It is recommended that the role of counseling be studied in terms of
its contribution both to admissions and selective retention. It is also recom-
mended that it be studied in terms of its involvement in the formation of a basic
approach to teacher education.

26. It is recommended that the nature and extent of student contributions to
program development and evaluation be studied. It might be helpful to know what
the differences would be between programs developed conventionally and a teacher
education program planned cooperatively by students and faculty. The similarities
and differences produced might have real implications for program development and
evaluation. Even a status study into the extent and nature of student contribu-
tions to program development and evaluation would be helpful in shaping additional
investigations.

27. It is recommended that study be initiated involving the procedures availa-
ble for use in involving students in program development and evaluation. Procedures
and contributions are probably related, but there is a need to know what differences
result from the use of varying procedures for involving students.

28. More fundamental, of course, is the whole question of whether or not stu-
dent involvement in program development and evaluation really makes any difference
at all. And it is recommended that efforts be made to determine what differences,
if any, are produced by systematic and deliberate involvements of students in pro-
gram development and evaluation.

29. A need also seems to exist to explore much more extensively the nature of
students who are or who could be involved in a system of program development and
evaluation. Who are the students whose involvement produces the greatest contribu-
tions? How do students differ in terms of responses to different procedures or
different kinds of contributions made? Is student involvement a matter of personal
responsibility or should institutions actively seek student members for partici-
pation in such tasks? On what grounds could distinctions be made between student
members if such distinctions proved to be desirable?

A BEGINNING

At this point one typically develops a set of conclusions. It seems more
appropriate, however, to think in terms of a beginning from this point. The
standards, it has been concluded, exist more at the pleasure of conventional wis-
dom than any real empirical base. The state of the research base is such that
much of it is not directly related to the standards necessitating inferential and
judgmental processes as a means of demonstrating support. The need is to begin
to study the standards directly, to establish dependent and independent variables
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suggested by the standards and to conduct related research suggested by such
variables, and to develop standards that are both defensible in terms of con-
tributions they make to improving or insuring a minimally desirable level of
accomplishment by the institutions and that make comparisons a reality. There
is a need for member institutions to begin to work cooperatively, not competi-
tively, for the betterment of programs. The time has come for institutions to
come of age and put common good above institutional prestige. As regards the
standards and their research base at this point in time, then, where else is
there to begin except at the beginning?

John R. Dettre, Director
Laboratory Experiences in Education
College of Education
University of Kentucky
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